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Tragedy strikes on Eros, moon of Jupiter

Breaking news! Recently on Eros, a
large moon orbiting Jupiter, there
has been death on a massive
scale. Survivor Jim Holden
suspects that the company
Protogen may be behind this
tragedy, in light of recent events
such as the finding of a Martian
bomb inside deserted ship, the
Scopuli. Protogen has been known
to have done questionable deeds
in the past, even being suspected
of murdering political opponents.
These facts give suggest that
Protogen was behind the capture
and eventual destruction of the
Scopuli, and it would not be crazy
to say they were behind the mass
death on Eros. Scientist have
recorded unusual things from the
station, such as reports of strange
brown matter stuck to the walls
and seeming to contain body parts
such as rib cages, severed hands
and other gruesome things.
Armed soldiers thought to be

posing as Eros police forces were
reported to have sent people into
radiation shelters when alarms
went off in the station, but these
“radiation shelters” actually
contained a deadly gas, and their
floors looked to be covered in the
same brown matter as the rest of
the station. Feeds from the CCTV
cameras recorded banging and
shouting from inside the shelters,
which rapidly ended with
coughing and then silence. Hours
after this silence began, there
were cracking and groaning
sounds recorded inside. Could this
be signs of some deadly
bioweapon designed by Protogen
in case the Belt and Mars fell into
a war? Or could it be something
else, perhaps extra-terrestrial? In
any case, this brown mass
dissolved one point five million
people into piles of goop, and
should be treated as a threat by
the interplanetary governments.

UPDATE 21:37.26.7.2365: The
government of earth has decided
to send their entire arsenal of
nuclear missiles towards Eros after
it reportedly “dodged” the ion
torpedo a lone cargo freighter
discharged at it. Results confirm
the fact that Eros is approximately
4500 kilometres off its original
latitude. It is now accelerating in
the direction of Earth and does
not seem to be slowing down.
UPDATE 02:58.27.7.2365: Eros has
now mysteriously changed course
and seems to be heading towards
Jupiter instead of Earth. Nobody
knows what is causing these
mysterious changes, only that it
has saved the life of 10 billion
Earth inhabitants by turning
towards the uninhabited Jupiter.
Pulse mines planted on Eros by
the Outer Planets Alliance will
destroy Eros before it has a
chance to damage the orbit of
Jupiter.

